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SeekAView: An Intelligent Dimensionality Reduction Strategy for
Navigating High-Dimensional Data Spaces
Josua Krause, Aritra Dasgupta, Jean-Daniel Fekete, and Enrico Bertini
Abstract— Dealing with the curse of dimensionality is a key challenge in high-dimensional data visualization. We present SeekAView to
address three main gaps in the existing research literature. First, automated methods like dimensionality reduction or clustering suffer from
a lack of transparency in letting analysts interact with their outputs in real-time to suit their exploration strategies. The results often suffer
from a lack of interpretability, especially for domain experts not trained in statistics and machine learning. Second, exploratory visualization
techniques like scatter plots or parallel coordinates suffer from a lack of visual scalability: it is difficult to present a coherent overview of
interesting combinations of dimensions. Third, the existing techniques do not provide a flexible workflow that allows for multiple perspectives
into the analysis process by automatically detecting and suggesting potentially interesting subspaces. In SeekAView we address these
issues using suggestion based visual exploration of interesting patterns for building and refining multidimensional subspaces. Compared
to the state-of-the-art in subspace search and visualization methods, we achieve higher transparency in showing not only the results of
the algorithms, but also interesting dimensions calibrated against different metrics. We integrate a visually scalable design space with an
iterative workflow guiding the analysts by choosing the starting points and letting them slice and dice through the data to find interesting
subspaces and detect correlations, clusters, and outliers. We present two usage scenarios for demonstrating how SeekAView can be
applied in real-world data analysis scenarios.
Index Terms—High-Dimensional Data, Subspace Exploration, Guided Visualization
1 Introduction
Let’s start with an example scenario where a health-care analyst work-
ing with a care provider company is confronted with patient data, con-
taining millions of hospital visit records, and hundreds of dimensions
describing conditions and demographic information of patients. Her
goal is to find patient groups with similar disease conditions or simi-
lar outcomes, to treat them in a similar way; either this group is “well
managed”, or that one “is suffering from lack of resources in the hos-
pitals”, or another one is “having an abnormal mortality rate”. These
outcomes are quite different in the dimensions and values that reveal
them. Therefore, the analyst will need to gather different set of di-
mensions, filter over different values or categories, to find subspaces
exhibiting interesting properties for her questions. Looking at all the
dimensions for all the records at the same time is not only inefficient,
but also unlikely to answer her questions.
For our work, we are interested in exploring datasets containing nu-
merical or categorical dimensions, with n dimensions D = {d1, · · · ,dn}
(or features) and m items (also called records, or data points) R =
{r1, · · · ,rm}. The basic premise of our work is to let analysts build in-
teresting k dimensional subspaces (kD) out of the n-dimensional data
space (nD), where k  n. For our purpose, k should be less than 20
to be visualized using either parallel coordinates or a scatter plot ma-
trix; n is typically in the hundreds. Each subspace is usually only
interesting for a filtered selection i over the m possible records, so an-
alysts need to slice and dice through the dimensions and items to build
interesting subspaces, where each subspace is a couple (K, I) where
K j∈[1,...,n] = {d j} and Il∈[1,...,m] = {rl}.
While using automated approaches such as subspace clustering [17]
is an option, these automatic methods give no control over the analyti-
cal process to the analyst but only provide a list of subspaces that may
contain interesting combinations of dimensions and values. Besides,
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subspaces clustering will only find one kind of pattern in multidimen-
sional data: dense areas, while experts are interested in many more,
such as correlated dimensions, or uncorrelated ones, dimensions fol-
lowing visible patterns, or exhibiting outliers. For addressing these
problems, researchers have argued for a human-in-the-loop approach
towards subspace exploration leading to more intelligent dimensional-
ity reduction strategies [22].
To this end, we propose SeekAView, a visual analytics system that
leverages a transparent and flexible process-oriented approach for
letting analysts build subspaces out of a high-dimensional data set.
SeekAView is able to show hundreds of dimensions without reduc-
tion and provide suggestions to the analysts for letting them reconfig-
ure different views, build interesting subspaces according to multiple
kinds of patterns, and iteratively refine them based on their evolving
analysis questions.
In this paper, we identify three main research gaps we aim to fill
through SeekAView:
1. The lack of scalability of existing visualizations in the number
of dimensions. By focusing on 1D plots as starting point and
guiding the user in the construction and exploration of nD sub-
spaces, we enable the analysis of large sets of combinations with-
out overwhelming the user. Even simple visual representations
like scatter plot matrices grow quadratically with the number of
dimensions and can quickly become unmanageable. We support
the analysts in tasks such as: “I want to look at an overview of
all dimensions and find combinations revealing interesting pat-
terns to explore in multidimensional views”.
2. The lack of transparency [6] in methods that rely exclusively
on dimensionally reduced dimensions/axes, such as PCA, t-
SNE [32], or MDS [18]. By making 1D plots of the original
dimensions the main driver behind all visualizations and interac-
tions and by letting the analyst interact with the output of the au-
tomated methods we increase transparency throughout the anal-
ysis process. This means the analyst can always ask questions
like: “Which of the original dimensions are involved in this pat-
tern?” and “What is it going to happen if I remove/add this group
of dimensions from the visualization?”
3. Provide a flexible analytical workflow, that allows to enter the
visual analytics loop through multiple starting points of analy-
sis. By getting suggestions on the potential next steps of their
analysis at every stage of their interaction analysts can have have
different starting points: “I want to focus on this category and
reconfigure different views for finding clusters” or “Suggest in-
teresting subspaces to me and I refine them by using my domain
knowledge”.
Specifically, our contributions in this paper are threefold: i) we pro-
pose a framework for allowing analysts to build subspaces in a human-
guided fashion with machine-generated suggestions—faithful to the
visual analytics process; the analysis can start either from a set of sug-
gestions from algorithms, or from a view selected by the analyst, and
enter into the visual analysis loop then; ii) we focus on enabling key
analysis tasks through transparent operations that analysts can under-
stand and steer at any time; and iii) we provide a system that can effec-
tively deal with high-dimensional spaces around hundred dimensions
without information loss or dimensionality reduction.
2 RelatedWork
High-dimensional data analysis has a long history where different
approaches have been pursued to handle the curse of dimensional-
ity problem [5, 10, 36]. In our work, we focus exclusively on the
premise of generating interesting multidimensional views out of high-
dimensional data, commonly known as subspaces and letting analysts
refine and reconfigure those subspaces. There are three main threads
of research relevant to the work reported here, which are as follows:
2.1 Subspace Clustering and Search
Automated subspace search methods being heavily parameter-
ized [17], visual analytics techniques have been proposed for handling
this problem. Some of these methods focused on helping analysts se-
lect interesting feature subsets [9,21] by interacting with the algorithm
outputs. In these cases, the user is in control of the modification of the
generated feature subset by being able to reconfigure them through
addition or removal of features. These techniques are focused on dis-
playing the outputs of the algorithms and not on the process. Users can
modify the output, but there is no guidance from the system in being
able to select more features for building different views. Moreover,
they also do not allow users to manipulate the item space that would
trigger a recomputation of the algorithms in the dimensions space. An-
other approach to this problem has been to devise intelligent subspace
search methods [25], where subspace clusters are shown to the user.
This approach has high visual scalability in being able to provide an
overview of the subspaces to the user. However, this approach also suf-
fers from a lack of flexibility in letting the user modify the subspaces
by either getting help from the system or by incorporating her domain
knowledge. Our framework also displays outputs of subspace cluster-
ing algorithms, but lets the user reconfigure the output views through
different suggestions. An exploratory approach towards generating in-
teresting subspaces have been proposed by Wang et al. by clustering
dimensions [33] or showing values and relations at once in projected
data spaces [37] have also been proposed. However, the method is
limited to a small number of dimensions.
2.2 Quality Metric Aided Visual Exploration
The problem with traditional techniques, such as scatter plot matri-
ces [8], parallel coordinates [12,34], or radviz [27], is that they mostly
do not scale beyond 10 to 20 dimensions. While there has been re-
cent approaches to make scatter plot matrices more scalable [19], they
can be visually complex for analysts to understand and navigate with-
out any guidance. Moreover, most visual representations for high-
dimensional data exclusively focus on numerical attributes. For alle-
viating the scalability problem, researchers have proposed pixel-based
displays [16], which are able to preserve the fidelity of the data. How-
ever in such a high-density display, showing relationships and guiding
user interactions to selectively build views can be challenging.
Researchers have also looked into augmenting high-dimensional
data exploration with visual feedback [25]. Approaches such as using






























Fig. 1. Framework for guided reconfiguration of interesting views out
of high-dimensional data: A tight integration of system generated sug-
gestions with analysts’ actions leads to flexibility in having multiple starting
points of analyses (A and B), and transparency in being able to refine the
suggestions and adapt both dimension and item space interactively.
however they do not focus on guiding the user to build multivari-
ate views. Analysts often need guidance on finding the salient hid-
den relationships in large high-dimensional data spaces. Quality met-
rics [7,23,25,35] have been proposed to deal with this issue by quanti-
fying various data-space and screen-space relationships. Most of them
however focus on two-dimensional relationships and do not let refine-
ment of the metrics with respect to conditioning of the data.
2.3 Dimensionality Reduction Strategies
For handling the curse of dimensionality problem, one solution is
to use dimensionality reduction methods like PCA, t-SNE [32], or
MDS [18]. However, with domain experts, reduction is often not an
option as analysts need to use their domain knowledge to understand
which combinations of dimensions make sense. They need a faithful
representation of the data space with minimal abstraction and infor-
mation loss.
Moreover, dimensionality reduction supports mainly one visual-
ization task, that is, finding uniform groups of clustered objects,
which covers only one of the possible visualization tasks with high-
dimensional data visualization. Furthermore, plots obtained through
linear or nonlinear transformations are hard to interpret as dimension-
ality reduction works in a black box fashion. In the not too rare case
in which dimensionality reduction returns results that are hard to in-
terpret (e.g., a uniform cloud of points with no clear groupings), it is
not clear whether the results reflect a real characteristic of the data or
rather the method itself fails to represent the underlying trends cor-
rectly (that is, it’s a false negative) [4]. Even more problematic, there
is a lack of techniques able to guide the user through steps that can
help disambiguate this situation with only a few exceptions [11].
For a visual approach to dimensionality reduction, researchers have
proposed techniques like hierarchical clustering and interactive reduc-
tion of the search space by using information loss metrics [13]. Simi-
lar to the drawbacks of subspace search approaches, these exploratory
methods are also focused on the results of the metrics and less focused
on the process. A notable exception is the dual analysis model pro-
posed by Turkay et al. [29], who allow a tight interaction between the
item space and the dimension space. They are however, not focused
on producing subspaces of dimensionality more than 2 and also do not
follow a transparent approach of showing the properties of the dimen-
sions themselves.
3 Conceptual Framework for Building Subspaces
The focus of our framework is not only on the output of kD subspaces,
but also on the transparent analytical process that analysts can fol-
low to produce that output. As shown in Figure 1, we adapted the
visual analytics schema proposed by Keim et al. [15] in the special
case of subspace visualization. The framework aims to synergize user
interactions with system generated suggestions for discovering and re-
configuring interesting multidimensional views. The reconfiguration
process involves manipulating the dimension space and the item space
for building subspaces with guidance from the system, using different
strategies and flexible starting points. Additionally, we incorporate the
dual analysis model proposed by Turkay et al. [29] with the suggestion
system and allow for multiple paths through the schema.
Formally, our framework generates subspaces (K, I,C,T ) that ex-
tend the standard subspaces (K, I) described in Section 1. C is a par-
tition over the filtered selection I, and corresponds to color associated
with bins of values. T is a textual description provided by a user to
document what is interesting in the subspace or any kind of annota-
tion. Our framework is meant to produce colored bins of items with a
set of dimensions and a textual representation. Dimensions are typi-
cally numerical or categorical and then usually mapped to a numerical
value. We call conditioning as the transformations of the values of a
dimension; it can be a normalization that will map a given range of
values in the [0,1] range, or a scaling that will transform values by ap-
plying e.g. a log or exponential function to them, or any combination
thereof. In the rest of this paper, we assume that, when mentioned,
conditioning is applied both for visualization and computation. For
example, refer to the view in Figure 2. It contains of a set of nine
dimensions, a coloring of four colors representing clusters in the item
space, and an annotation describing the view.
As seen in Figure 1, there can be different starting points of anal-
yses (A and B). Consider for instance a nutritionist wants to study
the correlation patterns of nutrients among food items such as dairy
products, meat products, etc.. She would like to know: which food
products are similar in containing certain types of nutrients? (Q1),
which dimensions are redundant? (Q2), which combination of nutri-
ents are highly related to high Vitamin D content? (Q3), which com-
bination of nutrients separate food groups the most? (Q4) etc.. Using
our framework, analysts can either start from system generated sug-
gestions (scenario A) or start by interacting through the visualization
and then get help from the system on further analysis and exploration
steps (scenario B). For supporting such flexible analysis, the sugges-
tion component adapts to the different starting points and help analysts
refine the subspaces by navigating and filtering both the dimension and
item spaces.
Suggestions: The suggestions encapsulate a set of metrics for guiding
analysts towards finding interesting groups of dimensions. They also
adapt to different starting points (subspaces and selections) an analyst
can pursue. In case of the questions Q1 and Q2, the nutritionist does
not have a starting point of the analysis and is just interested in finding
interesting combinations of dimensions. In such cases, the nutritionist
needs the system to guide her to potentially interesting patterns. This
refers to the starting point A in Figure 1. In that case the system helps
the analysts detect patterns by suggesting different subspaces which
can be further iterated upon by the analysts using conditioning of the
data and refinement of the generated subspaces (Figure 3). In our
current implementation, the subspaces are generated by using either
subspace clustering (Q1), generating groups of correlated dimensions
(Q2), or manually selecting dimensions of interest.
In case of the questions Q3 and Q4, the nutritionist knows her start-
ing point of analysis and she would focus on a given dimension in
food products for visually inspecting relevant nutrients. Pure visual
inspection is difficult though, as the larger the dimensionality (nutri-
ents) and large data size (the number of food items), the larger the
search space becomes. This refers to the starting point B in the figure.
The analyst need guidance in reducing the search space for selecting
interesting dimensions (Figure 5). This is supported by computing
metrics for quantifying relationships between distributions i.e. distri-
bution anomalies (Q3) and computing metrics for finding subspaces
which separate classes well (Q4). We refer to this method as dimen-
sion filters.
Refinement: Once subspaces are generated by automated methods,
or interesting views are suggested to the analyst, our framework al-
lows refinement of the produced output in different ways. For exam-
ple in the scenarios mentioned above, the nutritionist can either try to
incorporate her domain knowledge for refining the subspaces, e.g. re-
moving uninteresting dimensions, or get help from the system through
suggestions on how to refine the subspaces. The motivation of this
task is similar to that in the dual analysis model proposed by Turkay
et al. [29]. But in our case we provide higher transparency in letting
users manipulate the data space and directly observe how the oper-
ations affect the relationship among dimensions and items. To ease
visual inspection and steer analyses, analysts can adapt the scales of
the different dimensions based on visual inspection of the distributions
to either logarithmic scale or linear scale. One of the main refinement
strategies is adding or removing dimensions to the subspace of interest
based on the system suggestions. For example, by finding dimensions
with our dimension filters, analysts can choose to add those dimen-
sions to a subspace to investigate further their influence. Similarly
they can remove dimensions which are of little or no interest to their
analysis. Another refinement strategy is to condition the item space
based on automatic or visual detection and removal of outliers. After
modifying the item space, recomputations of suggestions can be trig-
gered and different subspaces or dimensions are again suggested to the
analyst, steered from to their interactive selections.
4 SeekAView: Instantiating the Subspace Exploration Framework
In this section we describe SeekAView, our implementation of the
framework we described above. We first describe the visualization
design and user interface and then ways of building views and the
mechanisms used for suggesting and refining them. In this we cover
four main data analysis tasks, namely: subspace clustering, correla-
tion, anomaly detection, and class separation.
4.1 Visual Representations and User Interface
SeekAView is split into different panels (see Figure 2). On the left is
a simple list showing all dimensions by name while the center shows
all dimensions as small multiple frequency plots. On the right a mag-
nified frequency plot shows the currently selected dimension. This
target plot can be used to define targets by brushing. Targets are cou-
ples (I,C) of an item space I with a partition C of its items. This
partition is called coloring of the items and is limited to up to 6 buck-
ets i.e. colors (5 brush colors and the remaining non-brushed items).
At the bottom a view generated via suggestions and refinements, as
explained in Section 4.3, is shown in a number of multidimensional
visualizations, including a PCA scatter plot, parallel coordinates, and
a scatter plot matrix. Those views can be saved and annotated in the
view manager at the bottom right.
The design space of our framework facilitates progression from the
selection of dimensions to defining targets and building multivariate
views of the data. Three high-level goals motivate our key design
choices: i) scalability with respect to a high number of dimensions (in
the order of tens and hundreds), ii) the flexibility to represent mixed
attribute types, like numerical, ordinal, categorical, or binary data, and
iii) transparency with respect to user interaction for showing interest-
ing subspaces and targets and letting analysts build multivariate views.
In this section, we describe how our design choices satisfy these three
criteria.
Small Multiple Frequency Plots: Unlike conventional high-
dimensional data representations like scatter plot matrices and parallel
coordinates which focus on showing pairwise relationships between
features, our design is motivated by the fact that the starting points
of an analysis is often exploring the 1D distributions. To this effect,
we display small multiples [28] of each dimension. Within each small
multiple, as shown in Figure 4, we use a beanplot-like layout [14],
which is a frequency-based representation of the attributes. Therefore,
we name the plots as small multiple frequency plots. For numerical









Fig. 2. SeekAView The user interface of SeekAView. (1) is the list of all dimensions while (2) shows them as small multiple frequency plots. Selected
dimensions are high-lighted (3) and shown in the target plot (4). The current multivariate view can be seen in the multidimensional view panel consisting
of parallel coordinates (5), a PCA scatter plot (6), and a scatter plot matrix (7). Views can be selected, created, removed, and annotated in the lower right
(8). Manual brushing can be configured at the top (9). Subspace suggestions can be created with a one-to-many filter (10) or by computing subspace
(“cluster”) or dimension similarity (“stack”) clusters (11). The current state is the end of the Communities and Crime case study (see Section 5.1) finding
dimensions related to “Violent Crimes per Pop.” and further clustering the item space.
values. A frequency-based representation provides the flexibility to
meaningfully represent multiple attribute types. For ordinal or binary
variables, we associate numerical values to each distinct value and for
categorical variables, we divide the space into rectangles. The number
of rectangles is equal to the number of categories of the feature and the
area of each rectangle is scaled by the proportion of data points belong-
ing to that category. Since there is no inherent order in the categories
we order the categories by their frequency so that the most common
category, i.e. with the most data points, is on top of the plot. The main
motivation for showing the frequency was two-fold: i) each small mul-
tiple would have a very small resolution, therefore showing data items
would only produce visual clutter, and ii) from a visual saliency point-
of-view, detecting and comparing continuous shapes is relatively eas-
ier as deduced from the Gestalt principle of continuity [2]. This and
the fact that we cannot assume that dimensions are normal distributed
is the reason why our representation is superior to e.g. box-plots. In a
small multiple setting they would not produce salient distinguishable
features and would not be visually scalable. Compared to, for exam-
ple, scatter plot matrices, which grow quadraticly, 1D representations
grow linearly with the number of features.
Target Plot: The small multiple plots are adaptive to user selections
and let analysts select target dimensions for further exploration. These
target dimensions then provide a focal point of analysis, while the
small multiples serve as the context. Interaction between the two
provides a focus-and-context analysis paradigm to the analysts in the
high-dimensional data space, where they can explore multivariate re-
lationships in a highly scalable manner. The target plot is a magnified
frequency plot of the dimension. As small multiple frequency plots are
displayed too small to add axes descriptions the user can hover over
data points to see which value it corresponds to.
Multivariate Views Panel: In the multivariate views panel a number
of multidimensional visualizations show the current view created via
suggestions and refinements (Section 4.3). The visualizations include
a scatter plot showing the first two principal components of the dimen-
sion subspace, parallel coordinates, and a scatter plot matrix showing
all pair-wise relations between dimensions of the subspace. The usage
of those visualizations is feasible since the number of dimensions here
is small compared to the overall number of dimensions. The scatter
plot matrix helps users detect correlations and redundant dimensions
which then can be removed if desired. As the screen space allotted for
the scatter plot matrix is comparatively small the user can double click
on the matrix to get a full page view of it. Analysts can brush on the
parallel coordinates and scatter plots much like in the target plot and
select dimensions like on the small multiples panel.
View Manager: The multivariate views can be saved and annotated in
the view manager on the bottom right of the user interface. A text box
allows to write comments about a view for future reference. The ana-
lyst can switch between created views also to go back steps or revisit
findings that were made earlier.
The views can be created by the analyst using two strategies. Man-
ual curation of subspaces by adding or removing single dimensions or
a suggestion & refinement based approach.
4.2 Manual Curation of Subspace Views
Analysts can manually curate views with user interaction. We pro-
vide some statistical measures to ease this task and also the means of
defining targets and filtering the dimension space as well as the item
space.
Sorting Small Multiples: Uniform and non-uniform distributions are
of key interest to analysts. Uniform distributions usually denote high
uncertainty or high entropy while non-uniform distributions usually
denote low entropy. We compute the entropy of the dimensions using
a pixel binning strategy. The number of bins is equal to the number
of pixels in the magnified small multiple frequency plot, where the
frequency variation can be seen at a higher resolution. In case of non-
uniform distributions, it is useful for analysts to know whether high or
low values dominate, i.e., whether there is a positive or negative skew.
Skewed distributions are also easy to spot even in very low resolution.
Therefore we use skewness as an interestingness measure for quantify-
ing distributions. We provide both entropy and skewedness as a means
to sort small multiple frequency plots. This points users to interesting



















Fig. 3. Workflow: Building through dimensions of interest. With the help of the small multiple frequency plots of all dimensions analysts can detect
dimensions with interesting distributions (a). Those dimensions can then be used to define targets that can be used as input for automatic suggestion
mechanisms (b). This results in an automatically generated view illustrating interesting patterns (c).
Scaling Dimensions: A further form of dimension statistic mecha-
nism is automatically deciding which scale (i.e. linear or logarithmic)
to use for the representation of the data values. This conditioning re-
veals different insights about a dimension. The system provides the
functionality to automatically use the representation with the higher
entropy, however, analysts can manually change the scale if it is de-
sired. After interacting with the data by e.g. removing outliers from
the data set this operation can be performed again to update the op-
timal mapping for each dimension. Changing the scaling alters the
outcome of subspace generating algorithms, the sorting of small mul-
tiples, and also helps an analyst get a clearer picture of the content of
a dimension.
Brushing: Linking among the different panels and visualizations is
done via brushes using differently colored data items (similar to the
high-dimensional brushing [20]). Users have the flexibility to brush
in the target frequency plot, the parallel coordinates, and scatter plots.
Complex brushes are enabled by providing different operations, like
replacing, joining, intersecting, or subtracting of brush operations. We
provide the functionality to brush five quartiles of a dimension as auto-
matic way to segment the data. For categorical attributes, we impose
an order for the purpose of computing quartiles by sorting the cate-
gories by their frequency. This leads to the most common categories
being in the highest “quartile”, the second most common in the sec-
ond “quartile”, etc. (Figure 4). We also provide item space clustering
(using k-means) w.r.t. to the current multivariate view which also pro-
vides an automatic brushing. This can be useful to look how item
space clusters show up in other dimensions that are not part of the
multivariate view.
Fig. 4. Small multiple frequency plots. On the left is the numerical
dimension “Water” showing the distribution of percentages of water in vari-
ous food products. On the right is the categorical dimension “FdGrp Desc”
describing the food group of food products. The width of the rectangles rep-
resenting distinct values is dependent on the number of data items having
the respective value. The plots on the bottom show the quantiles of their
respective data item distribution. For categorical values the most common
categories are grouped together.
On a technical note, drawing parallel coordinates and scatter plots
with multiple colors due to the brushes introduces a bias towards the
last drawn color. In order to avoid this problem we randomize the data
points before drawing scatter plots and parallel coordinates leading to
a color distribution that reflects the actual distribution of the different
brushes.
Brushes have multiple uses in our tool. They can be used to spec-
ify targets that are then used to suggest multivariate views. For class
definitions different brush colors represent different classes in the item
space. Brushing can also be used to define which items to retain when
removing outliers or focus one’s attention only on the defined classes.
Lastly, brushes can also be used to inspect how a set of data items
behaves in different dimensions.
Given brushes have multiple unrelated applications, users need to
frequently reset and reassign the brushes for different tasks. For ex-
ample, the user wants to remove some outliers so she brushes the data
points that shall remain and removes the rest. After that, in order to de-
fine a target for further analysis the brushing has to be reset and newly
assigned.
4.3 Suggestions & Refinements
Suggestions allow analysts to automatically create views which then
can be refined either via manual curation or further automated sugges-
tions. They guide analysts in performing four main data analysis tasks.
Subspace clustering for finding dimensions with dense items, correla-
tion to find redundant dimensions, anomaly detection to find outlier
dimensions, and class separation for finding dimensions suitable for
distinguishing labeled data.
Subspace Clusters: The goal of subspace clustering is to find dimen-
sions and items that are compact. Under the assumption that this typ-
ically occurs as hypercubes (i.e. ranges of items in dimensions) al-
gorithms like CLIQUE (implemented in ELKI [1]) provide good re-
sults (see Figure 6). The resulting subspaces are shown in the small
multiples plot as groups. This inevitably leads to dimensions show-
ing up at multiple locations. Due to the use of the density plots same
dimensions can easily be detected due to similar shapes of the dis-
tribution. Furthermore, next to the name of a dimension the number
of times this dimension is shown in the small multiple plot is indi-
cated. Also, selecting a dimension with multiple occurrences shows
all occurrences of this dimension (e.g. “robberies” in Figure 6). The
resulting subspace clusters also include associated brushes which are
the actual dense items in the cluster. For this reason we create a view
for every subspace cluster in the view management list to include the
associated brushes.
Correlated Dimensions: Finding highly correlated dimensions can be
of interest when exploring relationships between dimensions. We use
hierarchical clustering (DB-SCAN with single linkage) on the corre-
lation between dimensions in order to find groups of similar dimen-
sions. The correlation is computed using the Pearson coefficient con-
verted into a metric by transforming the coefficient in a way such that

















Fig. 5. Workflow: Building and refining system-suggested subspaces. Subspace or correlation clustering groups dimensions together in the small
multiples panel (a). The analyst can then explore those suggested subspaces (b) and decide on which one to focus. In this example, the analyst chose
subspace (2) as view for further exploration. Via target definition and detection of further interesting dimensions this suggested view is refined by the
analyst (c).
to 0 while features that are not correlated result in values close to 1.
The user can set the threshold for the clusters using a slider which are
then used to group dimensions in the small multiples plot (see Fig-
ure 7). The resulting groups of dimensions are shown in the small
multiples plot. DB-SCAN produces a partition of the available dimen-
sions so no special care for dealing with dimensions showing up at
multiple positions has to be done.
Anomaly detection: A way to detect outlier dimensions, i.e. dimen-
sions with interesting properties according to a specified target, is by
filtering for distributions of the specified items that are anomalous
compared to the overall distribution of items in dimensions. To answer
this we compute metrics comparing the distributions of colored items
in a dimension to the overall distribution of items in the dimension.
This provides an insight on how anomalous a given set of data items
is w.r.t. a dimension and compares how the shapes of both data point
distributions correlate. We compute those metrics by comparing the
histogram of the selected data items to the histogram of all items in a
given dimension. For the comparison we provide two alternatives: the
Pearson coefficient applied to the distributions and the KL-divergence
applied to the distributions. Both techniques give a slightly different
result but both of them promote dimensions where the coloring has a
different distribution than the rest of the items. Thus, the distribution
of the colored items can be considered anomal for a dimension.
Class Separating Dimensions: Finding what dimensions separate and
thus predict classes defined by analysts is an important task. Sugges-
tions to answer this question are based on both selections of a dimen-
sion as well as a target. We compute how well a given dimension
is able to predict certain characteristics of a target with selected di-
mension. Those characteristics are formulated by defining targets that
reflect for example different categories of a selected dimension. A met-
ric that describes this “predictiveness” very well is Information Gain.
Information Gain is the change of entropy if a dimension is included
as source of information. The larger the change the more information
is gained by including this dimension. We compute the Information
Gain for all dimensions with respect to the defined target and the se-
lected dimension. This dimension filter is useful for finding subspaces
that separate classes well.
The unique feature of SeekAView is that our system allows analysts
to manipulate the results of view construction and influence their com-
putation. This leads to a high-degree of transparency in the interpreta-
tion of the metrics. This can be done by changing the set of dimensions
as well as the set of data items.
5 Usage Scenarios
In order to show the usefulness of SeekAView we demonstrate two us-
age scenarios. One scenario is exploring the unnormalized Communi-
ties and Crime data set. The other is based on the US Department of
Agriculture (USDA) National Nutrient Database.
5.1 Communities and Crime
The Communities and Crime data set constructed from the 1990 US
Census and the 1995 US FBI Crime report [30] contains 147 different
dimensions and contains over 2000 items describing various crime and
non-crime related attributes of communities in the United States of
America. The data is provided by the University of California, Irvine
(UCI) machine learning archive. Our hypothetical analyst wants to
explore the data in two different ways, finding interesting subspaces
and finding dimensions related to “Violent Crimes per Pop.”.
As first step, the analyst clicks on “auto scale” which selects a good
conditioning for each dimension automatically. This makes the distri-
bution of items within the dimensions much clearer for her. Then, she
initiates subspace clustering which results in clusters mostly related to
“robberies” (see Figure 6 and 6a). Inspecting the largest cluster she
sees that “NumStreet” (number of homeless people) is highly corre-
lated with the number of “robberies”. However, the smaller the num-
ber of homeless people gets the larger is the variance of “robberies”.
In order to improve on her results she uses the quantiles selection on
“robberies”, brushes the middle three quartiles (see Figure 6b) and
clicks on “show selection” in order to remove the outer quartiles. Af-
ter removing those outliers she then re-runs the subspace clustering
algorithm. In the largest cluster she sees a thin line that occupies most
of the items. She uses brushing to verify that this line is consistently
compact throughout the cluster (see Figure 6c). By reintroducing the
earlier removed items she sees that this pattern is still present in the
original data.
Next, our analyst wants to explore which factors play into the num-
ber of “Violent Crimes per Pop.” so she selects the dimension and
brushes for high values. She then uses the KL-Divergence selection
shape similarity metric to find dimensions where this brushing is also
of interest. After deciding on a threshold for the filter using the slider
she constructs a multivariate view of those dimensions. Since “com-
munity name” is one of the available dimensions in the data set but
has distinct values for every item, the KL-Divergence filter will always
include this dimension since every selection of items has an entirely
different shape for this feature. The analyst manually removes this di-
mension. The remaining dimensions in the view, upon inspection, are
dimensions related to violent crimes, like “Assaults”, “Burglaries per
Pop.”, “Robberies per Pop.”, etc., and, surprisingly, dimensions related
to the family situation of children, like “Pct. Family with 2 Parents”,
“Pct. Kids with 2 Parents”, “Pct. Kids Born Never Married” (i.e. chil-
dren born to parents that never got married), etc.. K-means clustering
further reveals three clusters that connect high violent crimes with bad
family situations and vice versa. The analyst notices an odd shape
in the PCA projection and decides to brush this occurrence as fourth
cluster (green brush in Figure 2). This brush corresponds to a peak
in “Violent Crimes per Pop.” with a relatively low value. However,
this peak doesn’t show up in any other dimension of this subspace.




Fig. 6. Refining subspace clusters. Example of system generated subspace clusters as described in the Communities and Crimes case study in
Section 5.1. On the left, the results of the clustering in the Small Multiple Frequency Plot Widget can be seen. The selected dimension, “robberies”,
shows up in multiple clusters. In (a) the largest subspace cluster can be seen. Following the case study, in (b) only data items from the inner quartiles
of “robberies” are brushed which is used to remove the non-brushed outliers. After that the subspace clustering is rerun resulting in (c) as the largest
subspace cluster.
correlation between violent crimes and family situation for most com-
munities. For those, the norm also is a moderate amount of violent
crimes. However, for communities with an exceptional amount of vio-
lent crimes there is a strong correlation between the number of crimes
and the family situation. The analyst can write down her findings in
the textual description associated with the view and save the view.
5.2 USDA National Nutrient Data
The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Nutrient
Database [31] contains information of about 50 different nutrients of
over 8000 food products as well as their name and food group cate-
gorization. For the scenario we removed all food products that had
incomplete records resulting in over 1800 remaining food products.
Our hypothetical analyst is interested in correlations of nutrients.
After clicking on “auto scale” to choose optimal mapping functions for
the dimensions she moves the “Stack” slider to group dimensions that
are highly correlated. She inspects the biggest cluster which contains
Fig. 7. Grouping of similar dimensions. A subspace of similar dimen-
sions from the USDA nutrition data case study (see Section 5.2). The
largest group is shown in the multidimensional view panel. The current
target is computed using k-means item space clustering. The selected di-
mension “Food Group Desc.” shows that those item space clusters roughly
correspond to some food categories. This leads to a further analysis trying
to better separate those categories (see Figure 8).
seven dimensions. One of the dimensions is “NDB Number” which
identifies food items. She removes this dimension. Then, she clusters
the remaining subspace with k-means clustering (see Figure 7). Notic-
ing, that the computed clusters roughly correspond to different food
groups, our analyst wants to find out if she can find dimensions that
separate food groups very well. She first saves this view with a textual
description of her finding and next goal.
In order to do find dimensions that better separate the clusters, our
analyst uses different brushes to define some food groups, such as
“meats” (“beef”, “pork”, and “poultry”), “plant products” (“vegeta-
bles” and “fruits”), and “fish and shellfish”. She then uses the “In-
formation Gain” filter to find a subspace that predicts those categories
well. Initially, her subspace has too many dimensions to be easily
interpretable (see Figure 8a). Therefore, she uses the correlation sim-
ilarity grouping, as well as the scatter plot matrix, to identify highly
correlated i.e. redundant dimensions and filter them out. Furthermore,
as she sees in the PCA scatter plot there are many items that are not in
categories of her interest scattered around a central cluster. She uses
brushing on the PCA view to filter-out those outliers. Without those
outliers she finds and removes more dimensions that are not beneficial
for the separation of her food classes (see Figure 8b). Also, she adds
another category “sweets” to her target. Finally, she wants to see how
well her classes separate without interference of unclassified items. In
order to do this she clicks “show selection” to remove non-selected
items (see Figure 8c). Looking at her result she sees that she can iden-
tify “meats” for example by having a relatively high “Vitamin B12”
and “Iron”, and low “Retinol” content. As nutritionist, she knows that
“Potassium” would also be a good indicator but she removed this di-
mension earlier since it only provided redundant information which
was also provided by the “Iron” content. “plant products” can be
separated by having low “Vitamin B12”, more “Carbohydrats” than
“meats”, and less “Lipids” than “meats”. “fish and shellfish” have
high “Retinol” and “Vitamin D1” contents and “sweets” are mostly
identifiable by their high “Carbohydrats” contents.
6 Discussion
Through the two usage scenarios, we demonstrated how SeekAView
helps analysts in configuring different views and building subspaces
with the help of suggestions from the system. In this section we dis-
cuss our three claimed contributions (i, ii, and iii), and the benefits and
limitations of the system with regard to the state-of-the-art.
Regarding claim i), SeekAView can effectively support the analyst in
a human-guided fashion with machine-generated suggestions. At any




Fig. 8. Class separating subspace. The process of finding a subspace separating user defined food categories in the USDA nutrition data case study
(see Section 5.2). Using the Information Gain based filter to create the initial view (a). The target is specified using manual brushing in the “Food Group
Desc.” dimension (top right). Removing outliers seen in the PCA scatter plot and removing redundant or noisy dimensions results in the multivariate view
seen in (b). Showing only the manually defined categories (c) by removing non-brushed data items from the view highlights the achieved class separation.
a selected subspace, or can manually fix an automatically computed
subspace using her domain expertise. Being able to enter the visual
analytics loop by an automated analysis or by a human focus is essen-
tial to support important analytical tasks. Other systems such as [26]
start from a subspace clustering and facilitate its exploration but never
interact with the algorithm or its results.
Compared to the existing techniques for quality metric aided visual
exploration, our approach is more scalable with respect to very high
dimensionality (> 100), and flexible in allowing one-to-many compar-
ison across all dimensions. The output of the suggestions, which en-
capsulate different metrics, are always groups of dimensions, thus fo-
cusing exclusively on visualizing multivariate patterns instead of just
1D or 2D patterns. Real-time guidance is provided on construction of
different selections, the goal being similar to recommendation-based
visual analytics [3].
Regarding claim ii) regarding transparency, SeekAView relies on vi-
sualizations that show the data items with understandable transforma-
tions, except for the PCA scatter plot that is used as a guide in addition
to the other multivariate views. All the item filtering, binning, and di-
mension selections are always visible and represented as in the data
table to enable analysts to relate the visualizations to the raw data,
even if conditioning is applied. We consider conditioning operations
as standard enough to be understandable by any analysts, unlike MDS
for example.
Regarding claim iii) on the flexibility of SeekAView with regards
to the multiple starting points of analyses, we have shown in the us-
age scenarios that handling more than 100 dimensions was manage-
able using multiple methods, either through guidance by starting with
1D distributions, through subspace clustering, or through elimination
of redundant dimensions by grouping and filtering correlated dimen-
sions. Compared to clustering dimensions [33,37], we provide a more
flexible visual interface with which analysts can proactively choose di-
mensions of interest by looking at 100 dimensions at once, and interac-
tively build multivariate plots from target features of different attribute
types. Our visual design adapts to these different attribute types and
addresses the challenge of visual representation of multiple attribute
types at once.
Still, SeekAView can be improved in two directions: scalability on
the number of items, and providing more automated algorithms to sug-
gest interesting subspaces.
In terms of scalability, SeekAView is implemented in JavaScript and
runs in a browser; it is therefore limited in the computational power
of the browser that will undoubtedly improve but remains limited
compared to a standard desktop application. Providing SeekAView as
a web-based application facilitates its deployment while limiting its
scalability; this is our selected trade-off but we are confident that the
same system programmed as an application could handle ten to hun-
dred thousands of items.
7 Conclusion and FutureWork
We proposed SeekAView, a visual analytics system for letting analysts
build and refine subspaces interactively with the help of suggestions
from the system. We proposed and implemented an iterative work-
flow catered towards reconfiguration of interesting views for navigat-
ing multiple multidimensional data spaces with respect to both the di-
mensions and the items. Compared to the state-of-the-art in subspace
visualization, we are able to achieve a much higher degree of flexibil-
ity in adapting to the different starting points of analyses. By providing
suggestions on not only the quality of the current selections but also on
next steps of analysis, there is a seamless interaction between analysts’
mental models and the functionalities of our system.
In the future, we will pursue research directions on further aug-
menting the guidance mechanism with more metrics and algorithms
such as SVMs for providing more informed choices of subspaces to
the analyst. Also, we plan to add functionality to restrict the number of
subspaces relative to the display size. Furthermore, there is currently
no in-system way of dealing with missing labels and necessary steps
have to be performed in preprocessing steps which might be slow. We
are planning to add a way of dealing with missing values in an inter-
active fashion. While we only have demonstrated the application of
our approach using some usage scenarios, we are also in the process
of deploying our tool in the fields of health-care and finance. We be-
lieve our tool will not only help domain experts in flexible multivariate
analyses but also getting feedback from them will help us improve our
framework and integrate more intelligent guidance strategies.
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